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1 Introduction

For the given research extensive analysis and various experiments were performed. This
configuration manual shows detailed specification about the hardware and software re-
quirements along with the steps taken from data gathering to model implementation that
can help to replicate the given project.

2 System Specification and Requirements

The section shows details about the Hardware and Software configurations which was
required and utilized for implementation of the research.

2.1 Hardware Specification

Table 2 shows about the Hardware configuration required for the experimentation. For
the given research local machine was utilized as different investigation were carried out.

Hardware Dell inspiron 5000
Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-5200U CPU @ 2.20GHz
RAM 12.0 GB DDR-4

System Type 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor
Graphics / Graphics Card 2GB - Nvidia 920M Chipset

Table 1: Hardware Specifications

2.2 Software specification and Requirements

The required software and libraries were installed on Windows 10 Pro Operating System.
The program was implemented on Jupyter Notebook 6.1.4 version. Following Table
shows the libraries along with the version taken into consideration. These libraries were
helpful from data gathering using Tweepy, cleaning data using SpaCy, Model building
with tensorflow and SKlearn, and evaluation based on Matplotlib and Seaboard.Other
supporting libraries like pandas, numpy, regular expression, string were used throughout
for storing, access and manipulation of data which was fetched from Twitter.
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Libraries Version
Python 3.8.5
Tweepy 3.10.0

Tensorflow 2.7.0
Tensorflow Hub 0.12.0
Sci-kit Learn 0.24.2

SpaCy 3.2.0
Seaborn 0.11.0
Imblearn 0.8.0

nltk 3.5
Pandas 1.1.3
Numpy 1.19.2

Malplotlib 3.3.2
Seaborn 0.11.0

Table 2: Libraries Required

3 Data Preparation

As the dataset was not readily available data was gathered for the given research. The
below given are the steps followed to gain data from Twitter.

Step 1 - Setup Twitter API: Since, data was fetched from Twitter therefore to
get authorization token Twitter Developer Account 1 needs to be setup. Further, based
on the approval from Twitter a Twitter application can be created where it will provide
authentication keys 2 which was required to access Tweets. The figure 1 shows dashboard

Figure 1: Twitter Developer Account Dashboard

where the keys can be accessed.
Step 2: Data Collection using Tweepy: The data was collected using Tweepy 3

library that can be used to access Twitter API to fetch the data from Twitter. Before
fetching the Tweet, the API needs to be setup with help of authentication tokens as seen
in figure 2. The data was gathered in 2 ways, first the tweets were fetched from user

1https://developer.twitter.com/
2https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/authentication/overview
3https://docs.tweepy.org/en/stable/api.html
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Figure 2: Setup API with Authentication token

accounts which are associated with Human Rights. As seen in the figure 3 , a function
was created to fetch Tweet of certain accounts like Amnesty, Human Rights Watch and
activist like Nadia Murad and Malala which are current active Human Rights activist
and NGO’s that stands for equal Human Rights for all people around the world.

Figure 3: Method 1 for Fetching Tweets of Users

Further, more data was gathered by shooting different situational queries like ”attack
on civilians”, ”ban on education”, ”child abuse” etc. The figure 4, shows the same
functionality as discussed above but various filters were applied like exclude retweets, get
recent tweets, and language set to English.Only constrain was Twitter allows only 1000
Tweet per search call therefore, multiple calls were required to get relevant data.

Step 3: Data Annotation: The given data was annotated manually based on
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Figure 4: Method 2 for Fetching Tweets of Users

the understanding. The Target Variable was set to yes if it was a factual tweet about
Human Right Violation else target was set to no for all the excels fetched and were finally
combined into single excel data which can be seen in figure 5.

Figure 5: Annotation of Tweets

Step 4: Data Cleaning and Pre-processing using SpaCy: The combine dataset
was uploaded and accessed for cleaning and pre-processing which was performed using
Natural Language Processing based SpaCy4 Library. The follow figure 6 shows function
create for cleaning tweets

Figure 6: Cleaning and Pre-processing of Tweets

4https://spacy.io/api
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4 Experimental Setup

This section will give detailed steps for setting up the parameters for different models.

4.1 Experiment 1 - Classification using Machine Learning

As the Dataset was imbalanced as seen in the figure 7 the ratio was of around 90% of
tweets not about Human Rights Violation and only 10% tweets were about Human Rights
Violation.

Figure 7: Imbalanced Dataset

The Dataset was balanced by using SMOTE technique that up samples minority class.
But before data was given to SMOTE it was tokenized using Term Frequency - Inverse
Document Frequency(TF-IDF) that generated vectorized data as seen in the figure 8.

Figure 8: balanced Dataset

The usage of Random Forest Classifier was ispired by Fitri et al. (2019). For Hyper-
parameter i.e. n-estimator for Random Forest Classifier was found using GridSearchCV
as it gives the best score as observed in the figure 9. Also, the criterion set was entropy
as it helps for information gain.
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Figure 9: Hyper-Parameter tuning for Random Forest

Based on the parameter the Model was fit over the dataset which was 75-25 train-test
split as depicted in figure 10.

Figure 10: Random Forest Classifier Model

Further, observed in the figure 11 the Results were obtained based on the model
prediction.

Figure 11: Results for Random Forest Classifier

Similarly, the model of Support Vector Machine was developed with same balanced
Dataset and results were obtained which can be observed in figure. As the research was
majorly motivate from Alhelbawy et al. (2020) as they used SVM which gave good results.
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Figure 12: Model built and Results for Support Vector Machine

4.2 Experiment 2 - Classification using One Class Classification
Technique

For the given experiment imbalanced dataset was given as input and the model was fit
on majority class is what the concept of One Class Classification is all about as noted
by Seliya et al. (2021). Here one Class Support Vector Machine was utilized as it has
extension over the given technique. The following figure 13 shows the implementation
along with the classification report.

Figure 13: Model built and Results for One Class Support Vector Machine
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4.3 Experiment 3 - Classification using Functional Neural Net-
work

For the given experiment BERT base model was utilized which has 12 encoders with 768
hidden layers. Following figure 15 shows the initialization of BERT pre-processor and
BERT encoder.

Figure 14: Pre-process and Encoder initialization of BERT

Further, the BERT Model was built over Functional Neural Network as depicted in
figure 15.

Figure 15: Functional Model built over BERT

based on the parameters set and number of hidden layer the model was build and
summary can be seen in figure 16 where there are 3 hidden layer and rest was input and
output layer.
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Figure 16: Summary of Functional Neural Network Model

The model was compiled where the parameters like optimizer, loss and metrics were
setup which can be seen in figure 17.

Figure 17: Fine-Tune parameters

As dataset was imbalanced, Class weights were calculated depicted in figure as it was
also one of the parameter set which training.
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Figure 18: calculating Class Weight

The model was further fit over the dataset along with class weights and was run for
10 epochs displayed in figure 19 and evaluated as seen in figure 20.

Figure 19: Training of Functional Neural Network

Figure 20: Evaluation of Functional Neural Network

Post evaluation the Model Results were obtained as seen in figure.
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Figure 21: Results of Functional Neural Network
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